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Zusammenfassung

������� The primary focus of Medical Science is to lead medical educational event planning/implementing,
contents creation, process standardization for new operating model for contents and publication and to
measure and communicate the value of the medical department to internal and external stakeholders. The role
is also responsible for acting medical check of slide decks and sales promotion materials related to the
product, and support evidence generation.

About the Role

����

Major Accountabilities

Lead the execution of the end-to-end operation for all types of Medical Events in collaboration with MSL,
Medical Franchises and BE&E (Business Excellence & Execution) though the managing team
Establishment of the content creation operating model in Japan:

Align with the global team and BEE, understand the global standardized strategy and operating
model, identification of the needs of the Medical Franchises teams, and define omnichannel strategy
and contents creation operating model customized to Japan, together with a contracted supporting
vendor
Develop a holistic omni-channel strategic plan considering customer experience together with
medical lead and translate strategy and tactics into yearly content plan
Conduct omnichannel data analysis in collaboration with OCE capability pool to realize the medical
strategies
Drive continuous improvements and industry best practices to advance channels experience and
customers engagement
Define and implement global standardized omnichannel strategy
Maximize a reuse of the contents created by the global brand teams
Define simplified internal approval process

Co-Lead development of publication strategy, planning and execution for assigned projects to ensure
awareness of key data and its interpretation in collaboration with medical franchises. (In Scope; PMS/P3
Trial)
Support the evidence generation execution
Review promotion material on P3 system
Appropriately manage budgets and resources with PMO and MA
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Consistent high satisfaction and clinical relevance in medical education and scientific contents by follow-
up survey
Achievement of agreed number of medical events, their timelines, and high impact metrics
Achievement of agreed timelines of publication submitted after database close

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network
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